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Abstract

In many countries, the Government enacts tax laws in order to manage tax collection and regulate the macro-economy. According to Noor, 
Jamaludin, Omar, and Aziz (2013), tax non-compliance is a growing concern because of its negative effects on the state budget. The main 
objectives of this article are to identify the factors affecting corporate income tax non-compliance of enterprises in Ho Chi Minh City in 
accordance with the current situation of Vietnamese tax administration. We use several research methods, including the exploitation of 
information and practical experiences from both taxpayers and tax authorities; with Probit regression model on a sample of 187 enterprises 
that have been inspected or examined by tax authorities in Vietnam during the period from 2013 to 2017.The article identified eight factors 
affecting corporate income tax (CIT) non-compliance: (1) working capital/total assets; (2) revenue/total assets; (3) total debt/total assets; (4) 
loss in the previous year; (5) receivables/revenue; (6) the size of enterprises; (7) tax administrative penalties/tax payable; and (8) business 
field. In particular, the tax non-compliance was studied as a violation of Vietnamese tax laws by enterprises declaring an insufficient amount 
of CIT payable to the State budget. 

Keywords: Corporate Income Tax,Tax Non-Compliance, Enterprise, Vietnamese Tax Law

JEL Classification Code: H25, G30, G38, M10

1. Introduction

Tax is not a new notion. In many countries, the 
Government has always enacted tax laws to manage tax 
collection and regulate the macro-economy (Nguyen, 2019). 
According to Noor, Jamaludin, Omar, and Aziz (2013); Oh 
and Ki (2020), tax non-compliance has been a growing 
concern because of its negative effects on the state budget. 

Since the 1990s, Kamdar (1997) studied the impact of 
factors affecting non-tax compliance in the United States 
during the period from 1961 to 1987. According to the US 
Federal Reserve, the amount of tax discrepancy identified 
during the business tax declaration process was estimated at 
USD450 billion in the tax year 2006. Besides, the amount 
collected through recovery measures was USD385 billion, 
and the percentage of compliant taxpayers has been very low 
over the past three decades.

In Vietnam, according to the Ministry of Finance (2016), 
corporate income tax has always accounted for a large 
proportion of the structure of state budget revenue during the 
long period from 2001 to 2015. Article 6, Article 7, Article 8 
and Article 9 of the Vietnamese Law on Tax Administration 
No. 78/2006/QH11 dated November 29, 2006, regulated 
the rights and obligations of taxpayers and the duties of 
tax authorities. Accordingly, the enterprises have to declare 
their tax obligations annually to tax administrators, and the 
tax officials are responsible for supporting and inspecting 
the companies’ declared tax amount. However, the statistic 
of Vietnamese institutions in 2016 showed that 91,419 
enterprises violating tax law had to pay 17.285 billion 
dongs and refunded 1,400 billion dongs for the state budget, 
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reducing the tax deduction of 79 billion dongs (Ministry 
of Finance, 2016). In 2017, the tax amount collected from 
examinations of the tax administrations increased to 17,960 
billion dongs. Thus, it can be seen that not many enterprises 
in Vietnam complied with the Vietnamese tax law.

Yalama and Gumus (2013); Abdixhiku (2013); Awan and 
Hanna (2014); Yahyapour, Boroujeni, and Kheradyar (2015) 
studied the factors affecting tax non-compliance through the 
survey data of tax return information from taxpayers. Other 
studies such as Mills (1996); Joulfaian (2000); Hanlon, 
Mills, and Slemrod (2005); Zainal, Hasseldine, and Paton 
(2010); Lisowsky (2010); Noor, Aziz, and Mastuki (2012); 
Noor, Jamaludin, Omar, and Aziz (2013); Yusof, Ling, 
and Wah (2014) presented an empirical research model on 
factors affecting tax non-compliance of enterprises based 
on financial statement data. Besides, GIZ Sector Program 
Public Finance (2010); Le and Nguyen (2013); Nguyen, 
Pham, Le, Truong, and Tran (2019); Salehi, Khazaei, and 
Tarighi (2019)examined and summarized the causes of tax 
fraud through the analysis of the situation and experiences 
from previous studies.

Therefore, the main objectives of this article are to 
identify the factors affecting corporate income tax non-
compliance of enterprises in Ho Chi Minh City in accordance 
with the current situation of Vietnamese tax administration 
base on the data using for tax declaration in order to suggest 
some solutions for tax administrations to reduce the impact 
of tax non-compliance. The paper consists of five sections. 
Following this introductory section, Section 2 provides 
an overview of the previous studies. Section 3 describes 
our research methodology. The results are presented in 
Section 4. Conclusions and corresponding solutions for tax 
management are discussed in the Section 5.

2. Literature Review

2.1. The Definition of Corporate Income Tax Non-
Compliance

Nguyen and Nguyen (2012) explained that the traditional 
view of tax administration was mainly based on the 
assumption that most businesses do not comply with tax 
obligations. According to Alm (1991), tax compliance was 
known as the accurate declaration of income and expenses 
regulated by the Tax Law.

The BISEP model (Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development, 2004) introduced the concept 
of tax non-compliance depending on the level of compliance 
costs and pressure. According to Alabede, Ariffin, and Idris 
(2011), tax non-compliance appeared in many different 
forms including tax fraud, defined as tax non-compliance 
behaviors such as inaccurate tax declaration, failure to pay 
tax,and not to comply with the regulations of tax law.

According to Singh (2003), non-compliance with 
corporate income tax occurs when violations of the tax 
law occur, such as hiding revenue and claiming cost. Tan 
and Sawyer (2003) explained that the corporate income 
tax compliance was the accurate declaration of income and 
expenses following tax law so that the companies that failed 
to report these two elements accurately or do not carry out 
tax obligations were non-compliant taxpayers.

According to Article 103 of the Vietnamese Tax 
Administration Law No. 78/2006/QH11 dated November 
29, 2006, violations of tax law include: (1) violation of 
procedures, (2) delaying tax payment, (3) false declaration 
of payable tax amounts, and (4) tax evasion. However, a 
number of studies have researched corporate income tax 
non-compliance as a false declaration of income reflecting 
the corporate income tax obligation, which is the main 
behavior affecting the State budget. The corporate income 
tax non-compliance in this study is defined as the violations 
of Vietnamese tax law to minimize corporate income 
tax amount, which is reflected in the figures on financial 
statements of companies.

2.2. The Theory of Tax Non-Compliance

Economic Deterrence Model: Becker (1968) has 
developed principles of economic deterrence model in the 
1960s. This research analyzed illegal behaviors using one 
economic framework. Becker (1968) proposed a narrow 
argument that the probability of detection and penalties 
would affect taxpayers’ compliance. By the 1970s, based on 
the Utility Theory, Allingham and Sandmo (1972) argued 
that, in order to optimize the benefits, the taxpayers would 
think carefully to make compliance decisions in their tax 
reports, whereas tax fraud might appear if the financial 
benefit is lower than the financial cost. Therefore, the 
economic deterrence model has been developed with the 
concept that the deterrence affects taxpayers’ compliance 
behavior (Devos, 2014). Following that, the economic 
deterrence model appeared in several versions, but in 
general, the researchers concluded that the determinants of 
financial cost might have influences on tax compliance such 
as the complexity of tax structure, tax rate, the probability 
of detecting violations, income level, and penalty structure. 
However, there were not many pieces of evidence proving 
the correctness of some predictions from the economic 
deterrence model (Devos, 2014). After that, another method 
emerged to study tax compliance – the fiscal and social 
psychology models.

Fiscal and Social Psychology Models: The approach of 
fiscal and social psychology models is to examine the human 
factors influencing tax compliance behaviors. Factors 
affecting tax compliance identified from these models’ point 
of view changed from social norms and personal norm to 
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awareness of taxpayers (Devos, 2014). One of the earliest 
studies on tax evasion, which explored a “tax mentality” 
concept was presented by Schmolders (1959). Therefore, if 
taxpayers have a positive attitude towards their tax obligations 
and behaviors of tax officials, they are willing to pay taxes. 
Kinsey (1986) explained that the concept of “willingness to 
cooperate” might relate to compliance. Thus, taxpayers who 
are very cooperative in working with tax officials might be 
compliant taxpayers. Spicer (1974) mentioned the inequity 
between tax paid on goods and public services provided 
by the Government. Vogel (1974); Song and Yarborough 
(1978) examined the effect of ethical values on taxpayers’ 
compliance and stated that both the fairness and the morale 
were the determinants relating to compliance behavior. 
Lewis (1982) also conducted psychological research about 
tax to examine taxpayers’ attitudes and perceptions in order 
to understand their compliant behaviors and how tax evasion 
is. During the 1990s and early 2000s, other variables in the 
fiscal and social psychology models have not appeared in the 
economic deterrence model (Devos, 2014). In conclusion, 
there were several theoretical backgrounds of tax compliance 
throughout the years of research such as the economic 
deterrence model and fiscal and social psychology models, 
but they were still controversial.

Fraud Triangle’s Theory of Cressey (1953): According 
to Alabede, Ariffin, and Idris (2011), the definition of tax 
non-compliance included the concept of tax fraud so that 
the theory of fraud behavior was mentioned to analyze and 
find out the research framework for this study. The Fraud 
Triangle’s Theory of Cressey (1953) presented that there 
are three factors contributing to carrying out the illegal 
violations of people. They are: (1) pressure/motivation, (2) 
opportunity, and (3) rationalization/attitude.

+ Pressure/motivation: The reason for carrying out 
violations is the pressure. The pressure may be financial 
situations, which increase the motivation for committing 
fraud.

+ Opportunity: This factor also shows the measure of 
committing violations. Once the pressures exist, if there 
were any opportunities, fraud will be committed. This might 
be related to the gaps in the regulations of the tax system.

+ Rationalization/attitude: Cressey (1953) explained that 
the personality of each individual might be the primary factor 
to conduct fraudulent actions. It is said that some people 
who have a chance and may be under pressure are willing to 
commit fraud. Cressey (1953) also said that this is a natural 
reaction of people for the first time doing things against their 
conscience and morals, but in the next times they commit 
fraud, they will feel more easily accepted. Therefore, the 
influence of attitude on cheating behavior depends on the 
opinion and judgment of people. The Fraud Triangle’s 
Theory of Cressey (1953) has been used to explain many 
violations and applied to study frauds in many fields.

Briefly, the Fraud Triangle’s Theory of Cressey (1953) 
was used in this study to conduct the framework for analyzing 
the factors affecting corporate income tax non-compliance of 
businesses in the environment of Vietnamese Tax Law. The 
authors explained that these factors of the Fraud Triangle were 
mentioned in many concepts in the Economic Deterrence 
Model, the Fiscal and Social Psychology Models and the 
BISEP model (Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development, 2004; Devos, 2014). Hence, the implications 
of tax non-compliance conducted in this article are that there 
might be a high risk of tax violations when the pressure is 
high, the compliant attitude is low and there are several 
opportunities to evade to carry out tax obligations.

2.3. The Factors Affecting Tax Non-Compliance

Public service quality: People generally depend heavily 
on certain types of services or consumption benefits because 
of the tax paid. If public goods and services that meet the 
requirements of the individual can not be provided by the 
government, taxpayers are no longer willing to pay taxes. 
The lower the quality, the less they pay tax (Pashev, 2005; 
Lieberman, 2002; Brautigam, Odd-Helge, & Moore, 2008; 
Giz Sector Programme Public Finance, 2010).

Level of corruption: The lack of transparency in tax 
revenue and public spending has an even more negative 
impact on tax evasion (Kirchler, Muehlbacher, Kastlunger, 
and Wahl, 2007). Taxpayers may collude with tax officials 
if the amount paid for bribery is lower than the payable tax 
amount. Therefore, the higher the level of corruption is, 
the more the tax non-compliant enterprises are (Giz Sector 
Programme Public Finance, 2010).

Penalties for tax offenses: The legal framework for 
penalties also significantly affects the level of tax compliance 
(Fishlow and Friedman, 1994). From the researchers’ point 
of view, the probability of fraud detection and the penalty 
were also confirmed to have a negative effect on tax non-
compliance. Taxpayers may consider whether compliance 
or non-compliance will be more beneficial (Giz Sector 
Programme Public Finance, 2010).

Tax administration: According to Giz Sector Programme 
Public Finance (2010), many developing countries faced 
difficulties in tax management, which affected the function 
and role of the tax department in the economy. The ability 
of the tax department to manage cash flow or control 
transactions of enterprises ineffectively would affect tax 
non-compliance (Giz Sector Programme Public Finance, 
2010). The complicated tax system might influence on tax 
non-compliance if there is not effective management of tax 
collection (Mo, 2003).

Tax legislation system and equity perspective: Some 
studies suggested that high tax rates increased tax burden on 
the taxpayers’ income (Alligham & Sandmo, 1972; Chipeta, 
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2002). The Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (2004) argued that tax laws in many countries 
were still inaccurate and unclear which created opportunities 
for companies to commit tax fraud. Therefore, the weakness 
in the legal regulations on tax administration would affect the 
compliance of taxpayers. If the tax law has many loopholes, 
there might be more non-compliant taxpayers.

Compliance cost: Compliance cost is an issue that 
cannot be ignored when analyzing the factors affecting tax 
non-compliance. Businesses that incur more and more costs 
during production will tend to reduce their tax pressure by 
avoiding tax obligations. Therefore, if the compliance cost 
grows up, the probability of enterprises committing tax fraud 
might increase (Giz Sector Programme Public Finance, 
2010).

2.4. Review of Related Studies

Giz Sector Programme Public Finance (2010), 
Abdixhiku (2013), Sapiei, Kasipillai, and Eze (2014), Awan 
and Hannan (2014), Yahyapour, Boroujeni, and Kheradyar 
(2015) analyzed the factors affecting tax fraud, in which the 
factors given in the model played roles as several causes of 
tax evasion. In addition, a number of studies have found a 
link between tax non-compliance with the information in 
financial statements and tax officials can make assessments of 
corporate income tax non-compliance based on the financial 
statements. They are Lisowsky (2010); Noor, Aziz, and 
Mastuki (2012); Noor, Jamaludin, Omar, and Aziz (2013); 
Yusof, Ling, and Wah (2014). Mills (1996) investigated 
corporate income tax compliance and financial performance. 
He said that tax officials found out the lack of corporate 
income tax payment caused by the differences between book 
profit and taxable income declared in financial statements. 
The incorrect information in financial statements will lead to 
unsuitable tax reports and lead to corporate income tax non-
compliance (Frank, Lynch, & Rego, 2009).

The related studies in Vietnam mainly mentioned 
and analyzed the situation and experience in identifying 
businesses’ non-compliance behaviors of tax officials in order 
to propose solutions. The research by Le and Nguyen (2013) 
presented specific violations of tax fraud by enterprises, so 
that tax departments have to design solutions to limit this 
situation. In particular, a study by Vu (2009) concluded that 
the indicators on the financial statements were related to the 
corporate income tax compliance, which was shown by the 
difference between the self-declared corporate income tax 
and the amount from tax examinations. Besides, a number of 
factors affecting the tax compliance of enterprises in the study 
of Nguyen and Nguyen (2012); Bui (2017) suggested that it 
was necessary to consider the comments of taxpayers and tax 
officials on the situation of tax non-compliance. The applied 
research methods include analytical techniques, synthesis, 

and survey. A number of studies have used quantitative 
methods such as multiple regressions, exploratory factor 
analysis (EFA), Logit regression to carry out research. In 
this study, we will demonstrate the relationship between 
the factors affecting corporate income tax non-compliance 
with the combined method through the inheritance of 
previous studies and the reference from the experience of 
tax departments.

3. Research Methodology 

3.1. Research Methods

The authors conducted the study with the combined 
methods through two specific stages as follows:

Stage 1: Synthesizing the theoretical basis combined with 
results of group discussions and face-to-face discussions 
with experts from tax departments and the enterprises 
inspected by tax officials in order to propose the model of 
factors affecting corporate income tax non-compliance.

Stage 2: After generating the proposed model from the 
previous phase, the authors carried out the Probit regression 
with a table dataset including 935 observations (187 
enterprises that had been inspected through tax examinations 
from 2013 to 2017) in order to verify the factors affecting 
corporate income tax non-compliance. The quantitative 
regression methods have been implemented in many 
previous studies such as Lisowsky (2010); Noor, Aziz, and 
Mastuki (2012); Noor, Jamaludin, Omar, and Aziz (2013); 
Yusof, Ling, and Wah (2014).

3.2. Research Model

The method used for sampling during group discussions 
and face-to-face discussions is the theoretical sampling 
method. The number of samples was determined based 
on the perspective of Gummesson in Nguyen (2011). 
Therefore, the number of samples was identified at the 
level of information collected, which did not have any 
difference from the previous. Then, the authors continued 
to select an additional sample to confirm the saturation 
point; if there were no new information, the sampling 
process would stop.

The combined results of group discussions and face-to-
face discussions process showed that there were 11 factors 
explored from 20 situations of enterprises and 15 experts 
of tax departments. Therefore, in order to select the factors 
for the proposed model the authors chose the elements that 
were supplied by both the enterprise and the experts from 
tax departments and eliminate factors with low approval 
rates. The study presented the factors explored by businesses 
and tax officials and arranged them based on the descending 
order of the rate of approval (Figure 1):
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Factors included in the research model must have a high 
rate of approval (over 50% of the sample participating in 
the discussions). Hence, the article removed four factors: (1) 
legal status, (2) belief in the Government, (3) feeling about 
public services, and (4) financial situation of enterprises. The 
relationships between each factor and corporate income tax 
non-compliance were identified given during the discussions. 
In conclusion, the discussion methodology has identified 11 
factors that affect corporate income tax non-compliance, as 
represented in Table 1:

We designed a quantitative research model illustrated by 
Figure 2 and presented as a Probit regression equation, as 
following:

iP  = Pr ( )1|Y X=  = Pr ( )* ≤i iI I  = Pr ( )≤iZ BX  = F( )BX

Pi=  Pr ( )1|=it inct X  = 0β  + 1β wc it + 2β  saleit + 3β  
debtit + 4β  lossit + 5β  invit + 6β  arit + 7β  deprit + 

8β  etrit + 9β size it+ 10β  penit-1 + 11β  fieldit + uit

Figure 1: Factors�affecting�corporate�income�tax�non-compliance�given�during�discussions

Table 1: Results�of�discussion�on�the�factors�affecting�corporate�income�tax�non-compliance

Code Factors Number of people 
giving comments

Rate of 
agreement

Effect Trend
(+)/(-)

1 Declaration�of�CIT�payable/profit�before�tax 19 95% (-)
2 Fields of business 19 95% (+)/(-)
3 Scale of business 15 75% (-)

4 Fines�related�to�tax�administrative�violations/tax�
amounts�payable�in�the�period 14 70% (-)

5 Losses�in�the�previous�year 20 100% (+)
6 Working�capital/Total�assets 15 75% (-)
7 Revenue/Total�assets 19 95% (+)
8 Total�debt/Total�assets 17 85% (+)
9 Value�of�inventory/Total�assets 17 85% (+)
10 Accounts�receivable/sales 17 85% (-)
11 Accumulated�depreciation/Total�assets 16 80% (+)
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• Corporate income tax non-compliance (nct): 
Inheriting previous research by Noor, Aziz, and 
Mastuki (2012), Lisowsky (2010), the dependent 
variable measures the ability of businesses to comply 
with tax. Corporate income tax compliance enterprises 
were defined as the cases in which businesses had no 
differences in taxable income between before and 
after taxation is inspected (the difference is 0%). The 
other cases are classified as corporate income tax 
non-compliance:

 

Taxable income before tax inspection
Taxable income after tax inspection

GAP
Taxable income after tax inspection
−

=

 nct= 0 if GAP= 0% (tax compliant enterprise)
 nct= 1 if GAP > 0% (tax non-compliant enterprise)

• Working capital/Total assets: If enterprises have 
a high ratio of working capital to total assets, they 
are in a quite stable financial situation (Noor, Aziz, 
& Mastuki, 2012). Spathis (2002) found that a low 
working capital-to-total asset ratio was associated 
with false financial statements on Greek listed 
companies.Yusof, Ling, and Wah (2014) suggested 
that enterprises with low solvency would find out a 
measure to reduce costs and were not willing to pay 
tax.

 WC =  (Money + Short-term investment + Short-
term receivable)/Total assets

H1: The lower the working capital/total assets, the 
greater the chance of corporate income tax non-compliance

• Revenue/Total assets: Noor, Aziz, and Mastuki (2012) 
argued that the high ratio of revenue-to-total assets 
might make managers protect the income generated 
so they declared a lot of illegal expenses in order 
to reduce taxable income during the period. Murray 
(1995) provided strong evidence that a company 
generating high revenue would be more likely to fail 
to declare tax. In addition, Persons (1995), as well 
as Skousen, Smith, and Wright (2009), suggested 
that the ratio of revenue-to-total assets showed the 
financial stability of enterprises. Therefore, this ratio 
may have a negative relationship with corporate 
income tax non-compliance. However, the results 
of discussions showed that the higher this factor, the 
bigger the number of enterprises did not comply with 
corporate income tax law. Thus, hypothesis 2 was set 
as follows:

 Sale = (Total Revenue/Total Assets).

H2: The more revenue generated from the total investment 
in a business, the greater the chance of CIT non-compliance

CORPORATE
INCOME TAX NON-

COMPLIANCE

Working capital/Totalassets

Revenue/Total assets

Total debt/Total assets

Value of inventory/Total assets

Accounts receivable/sales

Declaration of CIT payable/profit
before tax

Losses in the previous year

Accumulated depreciation/Total
assets

Fines related to tax administrative
violations/tax amounts payable in
the period

Scale of business

Fields of business

Figure 2: The�proposed�research�model
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• Total debt/Total assets (debt): This ratio represents 
the financial leverage of enterprises. Noor, Aziz, 
and Mastuki (2012), Lisowsky (2010) and Yusof, 
Ling, and Wah (2014) suggested that there was a 
relationship between financial leverage and tax non-
compliance. If businesses had high financial leverage, 
they might get benefits from a tax shield due to high 
interest expenses to minimize the tax payable amount.

 Debt = (Total Debt/Total Assets).

H3: The more debt a business has, the more likely it does 
not comply with CIT obligation

• Losses in the previous year (loss): Experience in 
tax inspection of enterprises shows that enterprises 
often declare losses for many years to avoid paying 
corporate income tax. Lou and Wang (2009) 
mentioned that losses would create pressure in 
the declaration of information related to business 
activities, which leads to tax non-compliance 
behaviors. Duong (2011) said that financial status 
was also associated with the fraud. Therefore, in 
order to test the discovered factors confirmed by the 
discussion method, we put a variable of loss in the 
previous year in the model.

H4: Enterprises with losses the previous year are more 
likely to be non-compliant with CIT

• Value of inventory/Total assets (inv):Loebbecke, 
Eining, and Willingham (1989); Noor, Aziz, and 
Mastuki (2012); Summers and Sweeney (1998); 
Skousen, Smith, and Wright (2009) founded the 
correlation between inventory ratio and non-
compliance with corporate income tax. Thus, it is 
reasonable to expect companies with low inventory 
value to inflate this value to lower taxes.

 inv = Value of inventory/Total assets

H5: There was a positive relationship between the ratio 
of inventory-to-total assets and CIT non-compliance

• Accounts receivable/sales (ar):Noor, Aziz, and 
Mastuki (2012) suggested that the higher the ratio of 
receivables to sales, the larger the frequency of tax 
evasion. Summers and Sweeney (1998), Schilit (2002) 
suggested that there is a link between the declaration 
of revenue and the receivables of businesses.

 ar = Account Receivable/Total Revenue

H6: The more receivables a company has, the more likely 
they are to fail to comply with CIT

• Accumulated depreciation/Total assets (depr): 
Depreciation cost is a deductible expense when 
measuring taxable income regarded as a corporate 
non-debt-tax shield. Mills (1996) argued that the 
net depreciation ratio to total assets related to 
company tax non-compliance. In Vietnam, the 
results of the discussions showed that overstating 
corporate depreciation expenses was one of the tax 
violations.

 depr = Accumulated depreciation/Total assets

H7: There was a positive relationship between the ratio 
of accumulated depreciation to total assets and CIT non-
compliance

• Declaration of CIT payable/profit before tax (etr): 
According to Noor, Aziz, and Mastuki (2012), 
the tax rate determined the ability of enterprises 
to control the tax burden. Previous studies have 
provided some evidence of the relationship 
between tax rates and tax compliance behavior. 
Rice (1992), Joulfaian (2000) and Zainal Abidin et 
al. (2010) suggested that tax declaration rates are 
negatively related to corporate income tax non-
compliance. Yusof, Ling, and Wah (2014); Noor, 
Aziz, and Mastuki (2012) suggested that there 
was an inverse relationship between tax rates and 
corporate income tax non-compliance.

 etr = declared CIT/profit before tax

H8: The higher the effective tax rate, the less likely the 
enterprise is to fail to comply with CIT

• The scale of business(size): Rice (1992);Hanlon, 
Mills, and Slemrod (2005) proposed that the size 
of enterprises was expressed by the value of Total 
Assets or Revenue in the period, and they found out 
a positive relationship between firm size and tax non-
compliance. In addition, Joulfaian (2000), Yusof, 
Ling, and Wah (2014) suggested that the scale of 
business was negatively related to corporate income 
tax non-compliance.

 size = log(Total Assets).

H9: The smaller the size of the enterprise, the more likely 
it is not to comply with high CIT
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• Fines related to tax administrative violations/tax 
amounts payable in the period (pen):Allingham 
and Sandmo (1972) indicated a positive relationship 
between fines and declared income. Some studies 
found no correlation between such factors as Kamdar 
(1997) and Braithwaite (2009). Yusof, Ling, and Wah 
(2014) also integrated this aspect into the analysis of 
tax non-compliance factors.

 pen = tax fines/tax amount payable in the period.

H10: Enterprises with a lower ratio of tax fines to tax 
amount payable in the period are more likely to fail to 
comply with high CIT

• Fields of business (field): Rice (1992), Hanlon, Mills, 
and Slemrod (2005), Yusof, Ling, and Wah (2014) 
identified enterprises that would have fraudulent 
techniques exploited from several characteristics 

of different business sectors. Chan and Mo (2000) 
confirmed that businesses in the service sector might 
not comply with tax law. Meanwhile, Rice (1992) 
realized that service firms were more tax compliant 
than others. The authors chose two fields of business 
related to several behaviors of tax evasion in order 
to set the classification variable with the remaining 
field. They were construction (industry code F), 
and accommodation and catering services (industry 
code I). The article sets the field variable to be a 
classification variable that receives a value of 1,2,3. 
With 1: the company belongs to the reference field; 2: 
construction industry companies; 3: accommodation 
and catering companies. We added two dummy 
variables into the regression model, namely, as field2 
and field3.

H11: Business lines impact the corporate income tax 
non-compliance ability of companies.

Table 2: Hypothesis�and�expectation�of�the�sign�of�independent�variable

Code Name of variables Symbol Hypothesis Expectation 
of the sign

1 Working�capital/Total
assets wc H1:�The�lower�the�working�capital/total�assets,�the�greater�

chance�of�corporate�income�tax�non-compliance. (-)

2 Revenue/Total�assets sale H2: The more revenue generated from the total investment in 
a�business,�the�greater�chance�of�CIT�non-compliance (+)

3 Total�debt/Total�assets debt H3: The more debt a business has, the more likely does not 
comply�with�CIT�obligation (+)

4 Loss�in�the�previous�
year loss H4:�Enterprises�with�losses�the�previous�year�are�more�likely�

to�be�non-compliant�with�CIT. (+)

5 Value�of�inventory/Total�
assets inv H5:�There�was�a�positive�relationship�between�the�ratio�of�

inventory�to�total�assets�and�CIT�non-compliance (+)

6 Accounts
receivable/Sales ar H6:�The�more�receivables�a�company�has,�the�more�likely�

they�are�to�fail�to�comply�with�CIT (+)

7
Accumulated 
depreciation/Total�
assets

depr
H7:�There�was�a�positive�relationship�between�the�ratio�
of�accumulated�depreciation�to�total�assets�and�CIT�non-
compliance.

(+)

8
Declaration�of�CIT
payable/Profit�before
tax

etr H8: The higher the effective tax rate is, the less likely it is to 
fail�to�comply�with�CIT (-)

9 Scale of business size H9:�The�smaller�the�size�of�the�enterprise�is,�the�more�likely�it�
is�not�to�comply�with�high�CIT. (-)

10

Fines related to 
tax administrative 
violations/tax�amounts�
payable�in�the�period

pen
H10:�Enterprises�with�a�lower�ratio�of�tax�fines�over�tax�
amount�payable�in�the�period�are�more�likely�to�fail�to�comply�
with�high�CIT

(-)

11 Fields of business field

H11:�Business�lines�impact�the�corporate�income�tax�non-
compliance�ability�of�companies.
Business�lines�impact�the�corporate�income�tax�non-
compliance�ability�of�companies.
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regression model with the variables regression method. The 
result showed that there was no evidence that endogenous 
phenomena exist in the research model. Hence, the original 

Table 3: Statistics describing variables

(A) Quantitative variables
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Variables observation mean sd min max
wc 935 0,568 0,327 0,0127 1,949

sale 935 2,092 2,444 0,00164 33,38
debt 935 0,573 0,270 0 0,997
inv 935 0,214 0,238 0 0,939
ar 935 0,0676 0,115 0 1
depr 935 0,550 1,209 0 17,28
etr 935 0,171 0,170 0 2,6102

size 935 7,038 0,586 5,246 8,878
pen 935 0,188 0,195 0 2,368
(B) Qualitative variables

(1) (2) (3)
Variables Value of identify Frequency Percentage

nct 0 293 31,34
1 642 68,66

loss 0 727 77,75
1 208 22,25

field 1 305 32,62
2 225 24,06
3 405 43,32

Table 4: Correlating test results

Correlating test
Spearman’s rho Prob >

wc -0,1196 0,0002
sale 0,0575 0,0791
debt 0,0664 0,0425
loss 0,1562 0,0000
inv -0,0214 0,5127
ar -0,0538 0,0999
depr 0,0146 0,6566
etr -0,0101 0,7585
size -0,0904 0,0056
pen -0,1383 0,0000
field 0,0734 0,0247

4. Research Results

Table 3 presents an overview of the statistical summary 
of the variables in the proposed model.

Before performing Probit regression with the proposed 
model, the research conducted the Spearman correlation 
test to identify independent variables that are related to 
dependent variables in the data set. Spearman test results are 
presented in Table 4:

The results of Spearman correlation analysis show that 
there are eight independent variables correlated with the 
dependent variable (nct) at the significance level of 5% and 
10%. They are wc, sale, debt, loss, ar, size, pen,and field. 
Therefore, these variables were used in Probit regression 
technique to determine the impact factors. The authors 
have performed Linktest, Hosmer and Lemeshow’s test to 
confirm the suitability of the model. Then, we tested for 
multi-collinear and variance changes. The results showed 
that multi-collinearity in the model was negligible, but 
the model was affected by variance changes. Therefore, 
we used a robust estimation technique for this situation. 
Besides, we also tested for endogenous phenomena in the 
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Probit regression model was better than the regression model 
with tool variables. Table 5 presented the resulting regression 
model:

According to the results, eight independent variables in 
the proposed model have a significant impact on the corporate 
income tax non-compliance of enterprises in Ho Chi Minh 
City. They are working capital/total assets; revenue/total 
assets; losses in the previous year; total debt/total assets; 
accounts receivable/sales; scale of business; fines related 
to tax administrative violations/tax amounts payable in the 
period; and fields of business.

5. Conclusions and Policy Implications

5.1. Conclusions

The results of the study reflected the current business 
environment and tax administration in Vietnam, which 
showed eight factors affecting corporate income tax non-
compliance:

Working capital/Total assets: The results showed that 
this ratio had a negative relationship with corporate income 
tax non-compliance. When this index is high, the enterprise 
is in a stable financial situation, and the probability of 
corporate income tax non-compliance will be low. This result 
is consistent with the findings byNoor, Aziz, and Mastuki 
(2012), Spathis (2002), GIZ Sector Program Public Finance 
(2010).

Revenue/Total assets: This ratio has a positive 
relationship with tax non-compliance with enterprises. Our 
study has found that a high ratio of revenue to total assets 
means the revenue generated is big, which puts pressure 
on fulfilling the obligation to pay tax, thus, and leads to the 
possibility of corporate income tax non-compliance. This 
result is consistent with the comments from the discussion 
about building models and the result byNoor, Aziz, and 
Mastuki (2012).

Losses in the previous year: The study showed that loss 
had a positive relationship with the tax non-compliance of 
enterprises. Enterprises with losses in the previous year will 
take advantage of the regulations to carry losses forward 
over many following years, which leads to the possibility 
of corporate income tax non-compliance. Our result is 
consistent with Lou and Wang (2009) and the result of the 
discussions in Ho Chi Minh City.

Total debt/total assets: Our study showed that there was 
a positive relationship between the ratio of total debt to total 
assets and corporate income tax non-compliance. Businesses 
with more debt have the opportunity to take advantage of the 
tax shield, leading to the possibility of not complying with 
corporate income tax. This conclusion is consistent with the 
findings by Vu (2009); Lisowsky (2010); Noor, Aziz, and 
Mastuki (2012).

Accounts receivable/sales: The quantitative result was 
completely consistent with the actual statements from tax 
officials and enterprises when discussing this matter. This 
factor has a negative relationship with the possibility of 
corporate income tax non-compliance. Businesses with 
long-term receivable debts might take advantage of the 
provisioning to reduce income and not comply with corporate 
income tax. Our finding is consistent with the concepts 
proposed by Summers and Sweeney (1998), Schilit (2002).

The scale of business: Our study concluded that the 
smaller the firm size, the less it complies with corporate 
income tax due to the lack of knowledge in tax law and 
accounting. This result is consistent with the findings by 
Joulfaian (2000); Yusof, Ling, and Wah (2014).

Fines related to tax administrative violations/tax 
amounts payable in the period: This ratio has a negative 
relationship with corporate income tax non-compliance. 
If the amount of the penalty compared to the payable 
corporate income tax amount is low, the enterprise thinks 
that it is beneficial to pay the fine instead of paying tax. 

Table 5: The result of Probit regression model by robust 
technique

nct
wc -0.763

(0.142)***
sale 0.062

(0.024)***
debt 0.501

(0.170)***
loss 0.570

(0.117)***
ar -0.726

(0.386)*
size -0.262

(0.083)***
pen -0.926

(0.260)***
2bn.field 0.601

(0.124)***
3.field 0.385

(0.105)***
_cons 2.192

(0.621)***
Số�quan�sát 935

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0.01; ** p < 0.05;  
* p < 0.1
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Therefore, companies easily commit fraud with tax law. 
This relationship is consistent with the confirmations of 
tax authorities and enterprises in discussions as well as the 
findings by Allingham and Sandmo (1972).

Fields of business: This result confirms the relationship 
between the fields of business and the corporate income 
tax non-compliance. Our findings are consistent with 
comments by tax authorities and enterprises and the 
results from Rice (1992); Chan and Mo (2000); Yusof, 
Ling, and Wah (2014).

5.2. Policy Implications

From the results, we proposed some suggestions on tax 
administration activities that contribute to reducing corporate 
income tax non-compliance of enterprises:

Firstly,our main recommendation is that tax officials pay 
attention to the relevant elements of the financial statement, 
while preparing for which businesses to audit.Eight factors 
drawn in this study can be selected as criteria for assessing 
compliance and risk classification of taxpayers.

Secondly, the loss from business activities was concluded 
to affect corporate income tax non-compliance, which is an 
opportunity for businesses to avoid paying tax. Therefore, 
the Government needs to adjust regulations on levels and 
time for loss-carrying in order to reduce tax non-compliance 
behaviors of companies.

Thirdly, fines for administrative violations also affect 
corporate income tax non-compliance. According to our 
study, the penalty did not have a strong impact on the sense of 
compliance based on the perception of taxpayers. Therefore, 
the regulations of tax administrative fines should be stricter, 
which can affect the attitude of taxpayers.

Fourthly, tax departments should make efforts to build 
an efficient system for managing invoices to control the 
declared revenue of companies. In Vietnam, it is necessary to 
have a strong network with Internet and modern technology.

Moreover, the Government should create conditions to 
strengthen the coordination between tax departments and 
other functional agencies such as commercial banks, customs 
authorities, police agencies, etc., to control the economic 
transactions of businesses in the market which can help tax 
officials handle and prevent fraud behaviors such as illegal 
trading of invoices, use of illegal invoices, hiding revenue, 
and declaring false expenses.
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